Development of late, symptomatic abdominopelvic lymphoceles more than 10 years following pediatric reconstructive urologic procedures.
Rare reports of symptomatic abdominopelvic lymphoceles following pediatric genitourinary reconstruction do exist; however there are no data regarding the development or management of late symptomatic lymphoceles. We report on the clinical presentation of these lymphoceles 10 or more years following initial urologic surgery. We reviewed 480 patients following major intra-abdominal urologic reconstructive procedures from 1986 to 2009 for development of late, symptomatic abdominopelvic lymphoceles. A minimum of 10 years post-surgical follow up was required for inclusion. Late symptomatic lymphoceles developed in 4/480 (0.8%) patients. Median length of follow up post reconstruction was 13.5 years (range 10-17). Median time to lymphocele development was 12 years (range 8-16). Symptoms at presentation included abdominal distension (4/4, 100%), nausea and vomiting (3/4, 75%), flank pain/progressive hydroureteronephrosis (3/4, 75%), and obstructive pyelonephritis (1/4, 25%). Additional surgical procedures that may have contributed to lymphocele development were present in 100%. 75% (3/4) of the patients underwent open surgical drainage, with one electing observation for intermittent symptoms. Exploration revealed loculated fluid collections between bowel loops and dense adhesions; symptoms resolved although small asymptomatic recurrences developed in all patients. Late, symptomatic abdominopelvic lymphoceles following major pediatric urinary tract reconstruction or diversion develop in <1% patients. Many undergo subsequent abdominopelvic surgery, which may contribute to development of these late, pathologic lymphoceles. Open surgical drainage is usually required with excellent outcome.